Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Studies conducted for many years consistently show that acquiring the skill of programming at its early stage poses difficulty to students \[incl. [@CR9]\]. Programming is a complex skill that, on the one hand, encompasses mechanisms of problem-solving and algorithm construction, and, on the other, demands knowledge of the syntax and semantics of the programming language \[[@CR14]\]. It is, therefore, assumed that the experienced difficulties result to a significant extent from the excessive cognitive load (CL) occurring in the process of learning \[[@CR15]\].

This paper approaches cognitive load as a triarchic concept, such as the one defined within the framework of the Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) which distinguish three types of cognitive load: intrinsic load (ICL) (related to the difficulty of a task, its structure or complexity, referring to an individual's effort load needed to learn a concept), extraneous load (ECL) (related to information presentation and instructional format), and germane load (GCL) (referring to the mental resources involved in acquiring and automating schemata in the long-term memory \[[@CR16]\]. Designing education-related materials following the principles of CLT and measuring cognitive load values has seen a growing interest in the field of research in recent years. A few of these studies have attempted to examine the application of the cognitive load theory in computer science education -- especially in teaching programming \[[@CR1], [@CR11], [@CR12], [@CR17]\]. But despite many conducted studies, the problem of how to measure the cognitive load occurring during learning is still widely discussed \[[@CR13]\]. Researchers are looking for measures designed to distinguish between the different types of load (ICL, ECL, GCL) \[incl. [@CR7], [@CR10]\].

There are four dominant types of methods to address the measurement of cognitive load: subjective rating, performance-based measures, physiological measures, and behavioral measures \[[@CR3]\]. Among the physiological measurements of CL, eye-based measures appear to be the most popular. The most common eye tracking measures of CL there are: changes in pupil size, blink rate and duration, saccade speed, and fixation duration \[incl. [@CR4], [@CR8]\]. But it should be also mentioned that there are no threshold values of these indices that would allow for making inferences regarding the actual level of CL. Eye tracking methods have been shown to distinguish between tasks involving low cognitive loads and tasks involving high cognitive loads \[[@CR5]\]. It has also been examined how cognitive load factors can be independently measured with eye tracking methods as well as how they are related to the subjective rating scale \[[@CR6], [@CR18]\]. But there seems to be an underrepresentation of eye tracking research that would apply to programming tasks, and -- in particular -- research investigating which eye movement parameters are sensitive to different types of cognitive load in the process of learning to program.

Current Study {#Sec2}
=============

The studies conducted so far have not yet analyzed the cognitive load involved in programming activities such as code debugging, in conditions where (1) the study subjects analyze a code without using an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) (where they can trace and run the program, which leads to the occurrence of additional factors disturbing the comprehension of the program) and (2) they analyze the exact same code but perform two different cognitive tasks -- such as (a) searching for logical errors (LER) and (b) searching for syntax errors (SER). Given the above and with respect to the CLT principles, an assumption can be made that extraneous load (ECL)---which is related to the instructional format---should not differ between the two task versions. Therefore, this experiment design will be mainly related to ICL which is affected by the level of difficulty of the concept related to its complexity. It is considered that the subject's prior knowledge determine the ICL \[[@CR10]\]. These assumptions are similar to those adopted by \[[@CR2]\].

In the light of the above, our research question is: what eye movement parameters are sensitive to intrinsic cognitive load that program comprehension imposes on a student? To address the research question, we examined several fixation and saccade parameters, excluding those that were correlated with each other. Finally, we focused on fixation duration and saccade length that were assumed to be the measures of the total cognitive load \[[@CR8]\], i.e.: fixation duration average (ms) (FDA: the sum of the duration of all fixations divided by the number of fixations) and saccade amplitude average (°) (SAA: the sum of all saccade amplitudes divided by the number of saccades in the trial). Our analysis also included: time (ms), which refers to the number of milliseconds spent answering each task, and accuracy (%), meaning the percentage of errors reported by the subjects. These variables are also included in the research as performance-based measures of ICL \[incl. [@CR2]\].

Method {#Sec3}
======

*Experimental apparatus*. Our study was conducted using the iViewX Hi-Speed eye tracker manufactured by SensoMotoric Instrument (SMI). The following SMI software was used to prepare the experiment and compile its results: Experiment Center and BeGazeTM 2.4.

*Participants*. Thirty four students of computer science participated in the study. The results of 3 subjects were removed from our analyses due to eye tracking measurement errors. The final sample resulted in 31 participants and consisted of 23 men and 8 women, aged between 21 and 29 (M = 23.90, SD = 1.66). All students completed a C++ programming course and had previously learned the concepts that were employed in the tasks they were asked to perform.

*Procedure and material.* After the subjects were familiarized with the experimental procedure, the eye tracking system was calibrated and validated. Next, each participant received two codes of short but complete programs written in C++. Each program offered a solution to the same problem, which was the implementation of an algorithm of sorting a ten-element table based on the *selection sort* method in a non-decreasing order. There were two separate programs that were presented in the same sequence to each participant. The first program contained four only logical errors (LER), the second code contained five only syntax errors (SER). Students were asked to find errors in both coding tasks and provide an answer orally. The codes were neither compiled nor run. The subjects had unlimited time to find the errors. In a short post-survey, study participants rated the difficulty level related to each task and their programming skills level (on a Likert scale from 1 (very easy/low) to 5 (very difficult/high)).

Results {#Sec4}
=======

Most of the students considered their programming skills to be on a medium level (M = 2.80, SD = 0.7, Me = 3, Q1 = 2, Q3 = 3); the sample seems to be quite homogeneous with respect to this feature. In the case of subjective measurement, the LER task imposed a higher intrinsic load as compared to the SER task (see: Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Students rated searching for logical errors as more difficult than searching for syntax errors.Table 1.Wilcoxon test and paired t-test for the dependent variablesVariableMLER (high ICL)SER (low ICL)ZpDifficulty rating3.62.83.5870.000Accuracy (%)23.437.43.2500.001Time (ms)238091.6146887.53.1550.002SAA (°)4.54.72.0270.043tpFDA (ms)251.5233.64.6020.000

We studied the distribution of the gaze data: FDA, SAA, the performance data: Time, Accuracy, and Difficulty rating using the Shapiro-Wilk test, and found that only the FDA parameter followed the theoretical normal distribution (LER: W = 0.943, *p* = 0.102; SER: W = 0.942, *p* = 0.097). Thus, we decided to use a paired t-test for FDA and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test as a non-parametric test for the remaining variables.

If we refer to Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, we can see that there are significant differences both in the time and the task performance during searching for syntax versus logical errors. In the case of LER (high ICL), the subjects spent more time and found fewer errors compared to SER (low ICL). Furthermore, we found that students had a significantly higher FDA and a significantly lower SAA in the LER task (high ICL) compared to the SER task (low ICL), which suggests that these eye-based parameters are sensitive to ICL.

Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

The outcomes of our study show that (1) FDA and SAA differed significantly in two task conditions, and that (2) longer fixation and shorter saccades were associated with a higher intrinsic cognitive load. The obtained findings suggest that these eye tracking measures are sensitive to ICL and therefore are a promising indicator of ICL related to the specific mental process of program analysis aimed at identifying logical and syntax errors. However, it was a preliminary study and therefore has some limitation that should be taken into consideration and addressed in future works. The aspects that need to be taken into account include: (1) increasing the number of subjects and comparing novice and expert results; (2) extending the scale of the subjective load assessment; (3) entering code difficulty levels; (4) introducing redundancy to measure ECL; (5) examining how ICL and ECL change in time intervals.
